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CAKE Portfolio
Holland - Denmark 

Interior accessories for people with an outspoken and original taste
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CAKE is founded by designer Laurine Brugman. 
I was spawned by a need for unique and high-quality interior accessories. 
CAKE has since grown into an international brand for out-of-the-ordinary, 
mostly handmade products, ranging from decorative posters to modern 
ceramics. 

CAKE is festive, layered and delicious and is ideally served in small pieces. 
The Amulet, pictured here, is one of those pieces of CAKE. Just like the 
sweet treat, CAKE just might make you want to grab an extra piece. 
Especially since handmade tastes even better. 
Pieces of CAKE don’t come pre-packaged, but instead is made with love, 
dedication and inspiration. 
You don’t buy a piece of CAKE on the go and consume it hastily. 
You buy it because you know its good.

The Amulet pendant is a great example of this. 
The swallow symbolizes love and care for family and friends.
 It’s made from natural materials and finished with a chalkboard coating that 
allows you to write little personal messages to loved ones with the chalk 
that comes with it. 
When the wind hits it, the little bell at the bottom chimes to remind you to 
notice the little things that normally pass you by.

This piece of CAKE perfectly exemplifies 
that life is all about the little things. 
About memories and authenticity. 
About creativity and sustainability.  
About giving giving each other just that 
little extra bit of love and attention in this 
digital era. 

If you want to celebrate life, get a piece 
of CAKE.
 

WHO IS CAKE ?
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The following pages show several Cake- collections  

CAKE

1. / 2. A NY DAY Tableware, 
3. Amulet, bird pendant 
4. Ceramic bottle and cheese 
platters. 
5. Chop Chop cutting board
6. Lunch bag
7. Ceramics bowls 
8. Art on skateboards
9. Mugs on the Rocks
10. Poster of Aarhus, Denmark

1.              2.               3.

4.              5.               6.

7.              8.               

9.               

10.               
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CAKE, FOR PEOPLE WITH AN OUTSPOKEN AND ORIGINAL TASTE 

CAKE

1. Ceramic soap dish and bowl 
2. Ceramic espresso cups 
3. Boardwalk cushion   
4. Shadow animal poster Danish
5. ANY DAY tableware
6. Notebook
7. Postcard
8. Illustration in sketchbook
9. Postcard ‘For Very Specific 
   Occasions’
10. Shadow animal poster Dutch

1.              2.               3.

4.              5.               6.

7.                   8.               

9.                                  

10.                                  
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CAKE //    POSTCARDS For Very Specific Occasions 

These days, we very rarely get personal 
mail deliverd in our mailboxes. Instead, 
the only mail we receive are bills or 
advertisement. 

Postcards For Very Specific Occassions is 
a series of postcards with original and 
unusual messages. 
Sometimes there is an occassion you 
just need a specific kind of card for.
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CAKE //    ILLUSTRATED CITY MAPS 

Illustrated posters and city maps with
important landmarks from different 
cities in Holland, Germany and 
Denmark.
Sold both in frame and cardboard tubes.
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CAKE //    SHADOW ANIMALS  

“I find the image of the shadow animals a nice 
counterpart to the abundance of digital entertainment 
available to children today. 
It appeals to the imagination if your hands allow things 
to arise and an exciting story is told. 
That way the fantasy is stimulated again, and that is 
- I think - the most beautiful thing there is.”

When I was first setting up my CAKE workshop in 
Denmark, I used the flashlight on my phone to find the 
light-switch. When I shone on my hand, these exciting 
shadow shapes appeared on the wall. It reminded me of 
making shadow figures as a child and it gave me the idea 
to make this poster of shadow animals. 

The print is available in two languages: Dutch and Danish. 
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CAKE //    INFORMATION 

Life itself is an inexhaustable source of inspiration. 
For CAKE this means that the process of designing 
and producing is never-ending. 
As you are reading this, chances are that Laurine is 
busy working on sketches or creating new products. 

If you’re interested and want to sample a piece of 
CAKE or get in touch with Laurine, please refer to 
the contact details on this page.

Laurine Brugman

e-mail:    cakemixstore@gmail.com
phone:   +31(0)6 4609 4243

social media:  instagram.com/cakemixstore
website:   cake-mixstore.com
webstore:  shop.cake-mixstore.com

Cake Mixstore
Irislaan 52b
9713 RK 
Groningen
The Netherlands

CoC number:  01168371 
VAT number:  NL172718296B01

Cake Mixstore
Sydhavnen
Jægersgårdsgade
8000 Aarhus
Denmark


